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Reluctant corporate investigator Greta Greenberry picks her way through a minefield of body parts in tasty
hot wing buckets, crooked executives, skeevy lawyers, chucklehead rednecks, oleaginous clergy, hapless
workers, gun-toting federales and piles of dead bodies (not counting the chickens) to find herself hog-tied in
a freezer face-to-face with a grisly truth. Watch out Hiassen, Barry and Dorsey! Grease up the pompadour
and press your black 501s because Sijin Belle, your prom queen from Hell has arrived - well actually
Mississippi but that’s close enough. Her debut novel does for Big Poultry what Cristopher Buckley’s Thank
You for Smoking did for Big Tobacco. “Another lurid addition to wacko crime and zany murder fiction, to
be avoided at all costs by the serious reader.” Jonathan Fanzeni “More fun than playing Beer Pong with Billy
Carter.” Preston Beekus “Loathe Mississippi? Well, #&*% you and the Big Chicken you rode in on!” Rep.
Clyde Munger IV (Ret.), Halflitre, Mississippi
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From reader reviews:

Rosa Flint:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive at this point,
people have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded place and
notice by surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated it for a while is reading.
Sure, by reading a reserve your ability to survive boost then having chance to stand up than other is high. For
you who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you this kind of Big Chicken book as beginner and
daily reading guide. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Irving Carlin:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the time or they will get great
deal of stress from both way of life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity are there
when the spare time coming to you of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then do you ever
try this one, reading guides. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the actual book you
have read will be Big Chicken.

Zachary Connors:

This Big Chicken is completely new way for you who has curiosity to look for some information since it
relief your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you
who still having tiny amount of digest in reading this Big Chicken can be the light food for you because the
information inside this particular book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books acquire itself in the
form which is reachable by anyone, yes I mean in the e-book contact form. People who think that in
publication form make them feel sleepy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is not any in
reading a book especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for an individual.
So , don't miss this! Just read this e-book kind for your better life along with knowledge.

Kent Moore:

In this era which is the greater particular person or who has ability to do something more are more treasured
than other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple method to have that. What you are related is
just spending your time not much but quite enough to have a look at some books. Among the books in the
top record in your reading list is Big Chicken. This book which can be qualified as The Hungry Hillsides can
get you closer in growing to be precious person. By looking right up and review this publication you can get
many advantages.
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